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⠿ CONDITION MONITORING

MANAGEMENT

The introduction of condition-based
monitoring needs a managed approach
to realize cost and efficiency benefits
Mike Garside, Marine Maintenance Technology International
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and learn

CONDITION MONITORING ⠿

TOP: Hapag-Lloyd’s
fleet is comprised of
219 container vessels,
which are remotely
monitored from its
Fleet Support Center
in Hamburg, Germany

C

ondition-based monitoring of
equipment and plants promises
increased reliability at lower
cost, along with the possibility
of determining which components and
assets need maintenance, and when.
Replacements, when needed, can be called
up in advance and stored at the dock for
timely installation. Where maintenance
isn’t needed, despite what an OEM’s
maintenance schedule says, money simply
doesn’t need to be spent.
But despite the potential benefits,
shipping has lagged behind the aircraft
and automotive industries in leveraging the
potential of condition monitoring (CM).

Sensitive question
The first question on owners’ lips may
be: “What sensors do we need to install?”
Martin Briddon, business development
manager at James Fisher and Sons,

provides consultancy to clients around the
world on condition-based maintenance
(CBM) implementations. He says, “CBM is not
simply installing a few vibration sensors.
It needs to be worked out backward –
by looking at every asset individually,
understanding what its function is in
relation to the whole, then its criticality,
then its failure modes, and then its early
indicators of failure. These are the things
that need to be monitored.”
Human-induced faults are another
factor, such as when a pump is opened for
maintenance and the engineer pinches a
seal during reassembly or fails to seat it
correctly. Briddon says, “Since 60-80% of
defects have been ascribed to incorrect
maintenance, there are good reasons from
every angle to perform maintenance only
when it is needed.”
He believes owners already have lots
of monitoring data that could be leveraged

for a CBM strategy. “There are already
numerous measurements and sensors on
equipment. Usually most of the information
needed – pressures, flows and temperatures
– already exists. All of these things are
numbers and so can be subject to analysis,”
he says.
“Vibration is the main measurement
not usually included in a ship’s regular
reporting from sensors – it can easily
be added by means of fixed sensors or
portable units.”
Briddon says the CBM view is holistic –
sensors can reveal problems in one asset,
but changes in one part of a flowline can
have both knock-on effects and earlier
causes. “Oil analysis is not often compared
with other data – but it can be. And it can
be input into our analysis system and used
to predict and identify faults elsewhere.
For example, high temperatures in the heat
exchanger can lead to copper deposits
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TOP: Data that originates from sensors
on a ship must be kept secure during
the transmission process
TOP RIGHT: Thermographic analysis
can reveal if machinery is working
within its optimum parameters

being released from pipework and making
their way into engine bearings.”

Monitoring matters
Simon Edmondson, director at marine
consultants CMServices Global, carries out
audits and develops maintenance strategies,
liaising with class societies on behalf
of owners as part of the implementation
process. Edmondson spent much of his
career working for Shell, looking after 220
turbos on 70 vessels with a near-real-time
remote monitoring system. The value of
hands-on experience, he says, should not be
underestimated. “Observing and saying ‘that
pump sounds funny’, or ‘that casing feels a
bit hot’ you are doing basic condition-based
monitoring,” says Edmondson.
“But with fewer engineers walking
around the engine room, that direct
observation is no longer really possible.
There used to be 10 or 15 people in the
engine room, but now it may be just five,
mostly working in the control room. Their
time is spent looking at screens and
displays, so they don’t get the real ‘touchyfeely’ observation.
“The measurement figures need to be
collected and sent for remote analysis.
The guys on board don’t need the highly

specialized knowledge to do the detailed
analysis – that kind of expertise can be
shore-side. As CBM systems get better, and
there is more historical trend data available,
things will move more to automated analysis
and alerts.”

Setting baselines
Developing a strategy that will be accepted
by class societies requires proper planning.
Edmondson says, “Although data collection is
now easier, it has no value if it is not looked
at. We start by getting a baseline of figures
and readings, with deviations set to trigger a
notification or alarm.
“Getting correct baselines is vital.
Vibration analysis can’t be done at dock; we
need to see things under normal operating
conditions – how the pumps and machinery
all are interacting, measuring the oil, the
amps being drawn, the pressures. We start
by recording it all. With vibration analysis
and thermography we can see if something
is working within its parameters.
“As owners gain confidence in the
information, we can begin to justify not
performing an overhaul when the figures
show it isn’t needed – and we can also
recommend if pre-emptive maintenance is
needed before the scheduled overhaul.

Getting correct baselines is
vital. Vibration analysis can’t
be done at dock. We need to
see things operating
Simon Edmondson, CMServices Global
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“As the starting point, we need a full
set of readings on board for everything.
Then we can also look at the viability
of monitoring each piece of machinery
individually – if it is a cheap item to replace,
and not critical to other assets, it may not
be worth the total cost of monitoring.
“We attend before refit, set all alarms to
ISO standards, and then trend the data over
time. Then we can adjust the alarm limits if
a piece is not running close to its ISO limits.
If it generally runs over the ISO limits, but
has been working well with no problems,
then we can set the alarm limits at average
readings, with 10% and 20% alarms. For
example, if a pump is running well at 9mm
why change it, even if the ISO says it should
be 6mm? But we would set alarms more
tightly in such a case.”

Class involvement
Class societies favor CBM strategies, but
each company has different procedures and
requirements for monitoring and analysis.
Shan Guan, corrosion control consultant at
DNV GL, says, “In practice, ship operators
need to ensure that a failure mode is indeed
monitored by the sensor intended for it,
and the sensor has sufficient accuracy
and precision for its purpose.
“Condition monitoring is directly related
to failure modes, which can vary greatly
among different industries. Technical
challenges associated with condition
monitoring include selecting a suitable
sensing technology and the hardware for
monitoring systems.
“For each monitored parameter, there are
multiple sensors to choose from, and they
should be selected based on the shipowner’s
special needs and requirements,” he says.

CONDITION MONITORING ⠿

TOP: Inmarsat I-5 will
provide the increased
bandwidth needed for
remote monitoring of
ships’ machinery
BELOW: Intellian’s
marine antennas
provide web-based
control interfaces

NEXT-GENERATION SATCOMMS

S

atcomm systems enable remote CBM
strategies, but they also open the
door to highly efficient fleet operations
and, ultimately, autonomous vessels. This
places pressure on communications
systems to deal with higher volumes of
data, and to achieve ultra-reliability.
Intellian and Inmarsat recently
announced their collaboration on a new
generation of FleetBroadband terminals,
offering cheaper and faster satellite
communications. The new terminals will
be enhanced versions of existing L-band
antennas and below-deck equipment, and
will be ready for the next generation of
Inmarsat satellites coming in 2020.
The existing network, called I-4, is to
be joined by a sixth-generation dualpayload satellite constellation called I-6.
The new satellites are being designed and
constructed by Airbus Defence and Space
and will support both the L-band and the
Ka-band services.
Ronald Spithout, president of Inmarsat
Maritime, says, “Along with the lower
cost of hardware and supercharged
capabilities, the next generation
of FleetBroadband, with the latest
core module technology, will provide
enhanced safety services, continuing to

keep seafarers safe wherever they are
throughout the world.”
Michiel Meijer, senior director of market
management at Inmarsat Maritime,
acknowledges that more bandwidth and
ultra-connectivity are not by themselves
the full solution. “That’s why we are
creating a new application ecosystem,
supported by the Inmarsat Gateway,
where application providers can create
solutions integrated with our network,”
says Meijer.
One application envisaged will allow
dedicated bandwidth for constant
monitoring of sensor-generated engine or

systems data. “Traditionally, if shipowners
needed more bandwidth for third-party
applications, they needed to buy it from
their satellite provider,” says Meijer. “With
Inmarsat Gateway, we’ve enabled the
application and equipment providers to
supply solutions with connectivity built
in – so it is completely separate from the
vessel’s primary satellite subscription.”
The new infrastructure will enable realtime analysis of sensor-generated data,
monitoring fuel consumption, engines and
other equipment. It also offers ancillary
benefits such as telemedicine solutions,
when a video connection is needed to
consult with doctors on shore.
Another opportunity is blockchain
technology, which can be used to reduce
the volume of paperwork required to
monitor shipping containers and cargo
through the supply chain. However, this
requires sensors in every container and
the real-time exchange of cargo status
data online.
Meijer also points out that a seafarer
takes an average of three devices on
board – a smartphone, tablet and laptop.
Crew now expect to be able to use
them and access all their favorite apps,
wherever they go.
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SIRIUS IMPROVES RELIABILITY AND SAFETY WITH REMOTE MONITORING

S

wedish company Sirius Shipping has
installed online status monitoring of
gearboxes on four tankers, as part of a
program to monitor equipment across its
fleet of 10 vessels.
Measurement sensors are operating on
selected components to increase control
of rotating equipment, using technology
provider SKF’s IMx-8 system and remote
monitoring. The company’s initial goal is
to prevent machinery failures, to reduce
maintenance costs and to avoid any
major breakdowns.
Benjamin Fhager, technical coordinator
at Sirius Shipping, says a fifth vessel is
currently being set up. He says, “SKF
maintains the monitoring and issues us
with alerts. So when there is an increase in
vibration on the power take-off shaft, SKF

informs us so that we can get an opinion
and analysis. We are very satisfied with the
way the monitoring is going.”
The sensors detect changes in
machinery operating parameters and
transmit the data to SKF’s remote
diagnostic center in Hamburg, Germany.
Specialists there detect deviations and
report to Sirius.
Although Sirius says its ships maintain
a high level of redundancy of equipment,
the reliability of critical rotating equipment
on board is a constant challenge.
Monitoring the reduction gearbox, which
drives the propeller shaft and generator,
increases both safety and reliability.
Fhager says, “The first vessel was
set up in 2015 and is now in the yard
for scheduled maintenance. We will be

able to install new bearings and see the
difference soon.
“We hope to be able to extend running
over the OEM schedule for these assets.
Some of the main gear bearings have
currently run for about 60,000 hours,
so the OEM schedule has not yet been
reached. When we reach the scheduled
running hours, we can decide if
replacement is needed.
“Over the lifetime of the equipment
we expect to save a lot of money. More
important is the time for replacements.
They are large components and the
delivery lead times are long, so it would
mean a long time off-hire.
“We haven’t changed our class
notification, but it is something we will be
looking at,” he says.

you have to prove that you have the right
strategies in place, and they all have slightly
different requirements. Some will specify the
sensors to be used. We help owners get the
approvals. The benefits always far outweigh
the difficulties.”
Martin Briddon says, “Traditional
condition monitoring has relied on
monitoring single values over time and
predicting threshold exceptions. But assets,
machines and systems do not operate in
isolation – each measured point influences
and is influenced by numerous factors.
“The OEM might say a heat exchanger
needs to be cleaned every six months. With
CBM you can monitor the temperature and

clean when it starts to perform outside
established parameters. It will also show
when an asset is working correctly. Another
example is a turbo – we can work out engine
load versus turbo speed as a curve to show
the efficiency of the turbo. That will show
when the turbo is not providing what the
engine needs.
“It’s viewing the system as a whole, not
just looking at a component,” he says. “The
same system can also be used to monitor
performance, with owners inputting their
own parameters for efficiency. We’re
currently working on a project for a fleet
of 100 tankers that will be used just for
performance monitoring.” \\

FAR RIGHT: Sensors have been fitted to critical
rotating equipment on Sirius Shipping’s fleet
RIGHT: Data is collected from the sensors and
wirelessly transmitted to a remote diagnostic
center for analysis

“Another challenge is the failure of
the sensor system, which is a composite
of four distinct parts. The sensor system
comprises of a sensing element, a signal
conditioning element, a sensor interface and
a power system. The rule of thumb is that the
sensors used for monitoring have a much
higher chance of breaking down than the
components to be monitored.
“One of the most important factors
affecting the reliability of a sensor system is
degradation, primarily because of material
aging, corrosion and wear.”

Implementation barriers
Simon Edmondson says it can be difficult to
get owners to move to CBM as they are often
used to relying on ingrained strategies.
Class societies have bought into CBM,
he says, as they see the potential. “All
class societies have CM notifications and
usually give a discount on survey fees – but
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